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Quotes from our Members & Audience
As a space, MART brings a community element to working in a creative industry as a small operation. From
supports and spaces to showcase your work, it has definitely facilitated our creative growth in a positive way. If
anything we need more supports like this for artists in this country. - Owen C.

MART are the only group in Ireland seriously tackling the issue of the lack of Studio Space
available in Ireland for Artists. - Violet S.

MART studio's provide both a physical space for members to further their creative careers but also a social
support system that is a huge benefit to individuals who might otherwise be working in isolation. This community
has enabled me personally to stay motivated and continue to grow my businesses in an interdisciplinary
environment that makes it a joy to come to work everyday. - Anna G.

I’ve been to many MART exhibitions and events and the atmosphere
and sense of community there is just incredible! - Paula P

The team have a very encouraging worldly view and international perspective which is invaluable. Economic
growth of an area is fueled by cultural hubs like MART. I would like to see MART extend to many other cities in
Ireland and abroad. I hope that MART and the team continue to go from strength to strength. - Anne .O.B

Positive and important organisation for the Irish art scene. - Ida M.

Sources: I HEART MART Survey February 2018
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This IMPACT Report reflects on the need for continued support to MART from Dublin City Council, to address the
following points:

Dublin City Development Plan 2016–2022 - View Here
CEE18: VIII: To recognise that craft enterprises, designers’ studios/workshops etc., along with visitor centres,
provide economic development and regeneration potential for the city, including the promotion of tourism. To
promote Dublin city centre as a destination for such craft enterprises.

11.2.3 - Challenges This deficit includes libraries, rehearsal and performance spaces, studio workshops,
administrative space.

CHC30: Dublin City Council will provide for the building and the development of live/work artist studio spaces
and also build for artist workspaces/studios.

CHCO25: To encourage and facilitate the provision of affordable live/work units and studios/cultural spaces for
artists as part of larger residential and mixed-use developments.
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2019 MART DUBLIN Infographic
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Key Statistics

Our priority: Providing Studios & Galleries to foster and promote artistic endeavours.
Organisation Statistics:
●

Curating exhibitions since 2007

●

Providing studios since 2013

●

Staff: 3 Full Time | 5 CE Scheme | 1 Tus Participant

●

150 Studio Members - 6 Buildings - Working in Dublin 6, 8 & 12.

●

Supported by Dublin City Council, Dept of Arts, Culture Ireland, Arts Council of Ireland, Dept of Foreign
Affairs.

Studio Members Statistics:
●

50% Artists & 50% Creatives

●

40% of our members work internationally

●

60% of our members collaborate together

●

Main disciplines include: Visual Art, Illustration, Photography, Painting, Design, Creative Industries

●

70% of our MART Studio Members believe having a studio has increased their growth and practice

●

Members use studios for: Creative Community | Collaboration | Professionalism | Raise Profile
Creative Working Environment | Push Boundaries | Peer Support | Less Isolation | Opportunity to Grow

Gallery Statistics
●

80,000 Visitors

●

60 Exhibitions in Dublin since 2013

●

400 Local & 35 International Artists Exhibited

●

Average of 500,000 media reach annually through social & press media

●

Curated exhibitions in Los Angeles, New York City, Chicago, UK, Norway, Greece, Japan, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Portugal and Germany.
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MART Gallery & Studios is an artist-led arts organisation based in Dublin founded in 2007. Our mission is to be a
leading advocate for the arts by providing sustainable creative art studios and to promote contemporary
visual art through an engaging curatorial programme, to local and international audiences.

Gallery & Curation
MART Directors Ciara Scanlan & Matthew Nevin have curated and supported hundreds of artists through
previous exhibitions, events, festivals and art fairs across Ireland, UK, Europe, USA & Japan. In 2013 the pair

transformed the old Rathmines Fire Station into two galleries as a new home for contemporary art in Ireland.
MART supports artists working across all disciplines, while providing an emphasis to those working in sculpture,
video, new media, installation and live art making practices, who break new ground, who test and stretch the
material and immaterial, and who challenge conventions of ‘the norm’.
MART has recently launched a sister organisation CIACLA - The Contemporary Irish Arts Center in Los Angeles,

which promotes Irish art to an American audience alongside local artists through a multidisciplinary arts
programme in collaboration with local and international cultural partnerships.

Studios
MART is the largest supplier of artist studios and sustainable workspace for the creative community in Dublin. We
support on average over 125 members in seven studio buildings! We do this by working with local landlords and

authorities to refurbish spaces that can facilitate artists’ studios and workspaces for creatives. Through a range
of studio spaces we cater to emerging and established practitioners working in all forms of creativity, who in
turn provide a strong cultural and economic impact on the local and national creative economy.
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Our Objectives
●

Cultural Advocacy: To advocate for the arts and visual culture, promoting inspiration, education and freedom of
expression. We develop creative platforms to support and challenge artists by dedicating all of our activities to
supporting creativity that gives a voice to the arts.

●

Community Building: To refurbish vacant buildings, to provide space to create artistic communities who
collaborate and engage with each other and their locality.

●

Sustainability: To operate as a self supporting organisation and provide a safe studio environment allowing artists to
concentrate on their work and sustain their practice in a dedicated space, free from worry.

●

Curation: To practice facilitative and collaborative methods of curation and art production, led by and for the
artist and their practice. We seek to create opportunities in which practitioners are encouraged to take risks and
move beyond traditional models of exhibition and art-making.

●

Platforms: To develop creative platforms to support and challenge artists as a means of promoting cultural
leadership.

●

Public Engagement: To provide opportunities for artists through local and international exhibitions. Engaging with a
diverse range of audiences through in person events and online.

●

Partnerships: MART works with creative partners, civic bodies, political representatives, public funding bodies, local
and national businesses, national and international cultural bodies and institutions.

Our Vision
●
●

To maintain and continue to grow as a contemporary arts organisation in Ireland, exhibiting Irish and
International artists locally and internationally.
Become the main provider of quality visual art and creative studios, through stability, sustainability and
growth. To become property owners to expand our revenue and ensure longevity as a service provider
to the creative arts.

Our Values
Integrity
Communication
Customer Service
Creativity
Accountability
Commitment to Success
Fairness
Fun
Loyalty

Teamwork
Respect
Trustworthy
Growth
Community
Ethical
Responsibility
Risk-taking
Optimism

Partnership
Safety
Diversity
Achievement
Community
Legal
Consistency
Efficiency
Reliable

Honesty
Attitude
Individuality
Competence
Quality
Professionalism
Empowerment
Balance
Inspiring
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MART Studios

MART currently hosts over 150 members in 88 studios across 6 studio buildings: – 8 separate studios are located
at The MART Fire Station Studios directly above our galleries, 11 in Parker Hill Studios, 45 in Harolds Cross Studios,
1 in our Coach House, 8 studios on Malpas St Dublin, 11 studios in our new Crumlin Studios.
We pride ourselves on creating a community of studios that provide an affordable, cooperative and
professional environment for the development of all things cultural! We cater to emerging and established
practitioners with a range of creative studios, hot desk and project spaces across all disciplines.

Ethos:
●
●
●
●

A leading arts Advocate providing support and creative platforms for the arts.
Supporting and promoting the wellbeing of our artists, staff and audience.
Supplying sustainable, affordable and safe studios.

Ensuring our activities improve the Creative Economy and cultural capital of our localities.

●

Strong Social Responsibility with activities leading to positive social and environmental outcomes.

●

Continued investment and support to Members through activities and quality workspace.

Support Initiatives:
Studio Member Exhibition
●
●
●
●
●

Free Yearly Art Exhibition in The MART Gallery
1 Month in duration
Promotion & Marketing of the exhibition
Curation, Technical Support & Guidance from MART Curators
A great opportunity to showcase the work that is being produced in the studios and for the members to
be involved in a collaborate project.

Free access to space in our Project Space, Workshops & Galleries:
●
●
●

We offer the use of the project space, darkroom, and galleries to our studio members.
A free space & time to experiment, create, record and practice new art projects.
Photoshoots & Document Artwork.
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Maintenance & Technical Support
●

We have 1 Carpenter and 1 Electrician volunteering through a community work placement scheme
Tus, who provide free guidance, support and maintenance to MART Studios members for both their own
artwork and repair of their studios.

Equipment / Tools
●

●

MART Provides our studios members with free access to our Technical equipment, which includes: 3
projectors, a lighting rig, surround sound, tripods, 2 Canon DSLR Cameras, DVD & Blu Ray Players and
Media players. Check out www.mart.ie/equipment
MART provides free access to our maintenance tools, ladders, and machinery to our members.

Cultural Dialogues: Irish-International Residency
●

●

MART’s International Residency Programme offers temporary studio space to an international artist By
hosting international contemporary artists, we are committed to supporting the production of high
quality, experimental and challenging work.
Our residency programme allows our members to interact with international artists and curators.
Through the residency we encourage, process, experimentation and boundary pushing ideas.

Studio Group Crits & Socials:
●
●
●

MART hosts monthly studio crits where 4-6 studio members present their work to their peers, these events
are also open to the public.
These crits have help build our community, allow interaction between members and visitors and provide
free opportunities for support and mentoring from visiting curators, gallery directors and artists.
We have established a ‘Quarterly Social’ Event where we create an informal get together for members
to meet and network with each other.

Mentoring / Curator Visits:
●
●

Members are offered studio visits from MART curators, who have experience in curating exhibitions
nationally and internationally to discuss their work and future projects.
We also organise local & International curators and gallery director visits to provide mentorship to our
studio members and discuss future opportunities. Most recently Kevin Van Gorp of 101 Exhibit Los
Angeles.

Future Exhibitions
●

The MART Organisation directors Matthew Nevin & Ciara Scanlan personally curate in house and offsite
exhibitions and projects, large international events such as CIACLA, digital festivals such as Glitch for
RUA RED, and bi-yearly international exhibitions in the UK, Europe, Asia or USA. MART artists have the
opportunity to be represented in these exhibitions resulting in international exposure, artists fees and
mentorship.

Studio Reps Support:
●
●
●
●

We have selected 1 studio representative from each building to be an advocate for the needs and
concerns for studio improvement.
The studio reps provide peer to peer support for our members.
The reps relay feedback and suggestions to The MART Team
The studio reps have created a facebook members group with 100+ members both former and current.
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The MART Gallery & Studios - Rathmines Old Fire Station Dublin 6
Open since 2013 The MART Fire Station Gallery & Studios
are bespoke Visual Art Studios based in the old fire
station in Rathmines. The building hosts 2 galleries & 8
studios in the oldest part of The MART – the Georgian
home.
With large bright windows, high ceilings, exposed
brickwork and creative patchwork from years of
renovations it really is an inspiring place to work.
MART has fundraised over €150,000 towards the
renovation of this previously derelict building.
●
●
●
●
●

2 Gallery Spaces
15 Studio members (12 visual artists, 1 x decorative artist, 1 x designer, 1 x milliner)
8 x Studios (3 x solos, 5 x shared)
MART HQ office
Significant impact on the local economy (specifically restaurants, cafes, bars) in terms of christmas
markets, exhibitions and events attracting large numbers of people into the Rathmines area.
Rathmines Old Fire Station - Before Images

Rathmines Old Fire Station - After Refurbishment Images
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MART HX Village Studios
In the centre of Harolds
Cross, is our largest studio
building providing a home
for visual artists and
creative professionals.

●
●
●
●
●

60 x Studio Members
45 Studios
1 Workshop Space
1 Gallery / Project Space
The building impacts the local economy
in terms of the number of members and
visitors to the building using local
amenities in Harolds Cross.

The MART Studios Crumlin Dublin 12
The MART Crumlin Gallery &
Studios are based in lower
Crumlin road, 11 high-ceiling
Georgian studios providing a
bright and clean working
environment for visual artists.

●

● 13 Studios
● Visual Art / Craft /
Design
Significant impact on the local economy

The MART Studios
Parker Hill Dublin 6
Right in the heart of
Rathmines, sitting above a
hardware store, The MART
Parker Hill Gallery & Studios
boasts 1 Gallery and 11
creative studios, providing
a home for visual artists
and creative professionals.
●
●
●

16 x Studio Members
11 x Studios (9 x solos, 2 x shared)
Creative / Art / Film

The MART Studios
Malpas St Blackpitts
Dublin 8
The 6 studios in MART's
Malpas Street Gallery &
Studios are based in a
historic block providing a
warm working
environment for an array
of multidisciplinary artists.
●
●
●

1 Large studio with an artist collective
5 Medium Studios
Visual Art / Craft / Design
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PREVIOUS MART Studios
2015: 2020: The MART Studios Kilmainham Dublin 8
The MART Kilmainham Gallery & Studios are based in Old Kilmainham, minutes
away from IMMA and NCAD. Contemporary studios providing a comfy
working environment for visual artists.
● 9 Studios
● Visual Art / Craft / Design
● Significant impact on the local economy in terms of the number of
artists using amenities in the area; cafes, supplies stores, local shops, etc

2014-2018: The MART House Studios Dublin 6 The MART House Gallery & Studios was based in Lower
Rathmines in a large terraced four storey building. It had
one Gallery & 15 studios ranging from shared to solo
occupancy for visual artists.
● 18 x Studios (14 x solos, 4 x shared)
● 41 x members
● Craft / Design / Film / Illustration / Art / Sound
● With 41 members and many visitors to the space
each week, the building had a significant impact on the
local economies in both Rathmines and Portobello.

2014-2018: The MART Studios Lennox St Dublin 8
Lennox Street Gallery & Studios was home to our Lennox St Gallery, coffee shop & 6
visual art studios.
● 1 Cafe & Gallery Space
● 7 Studios
● Design / Music / Film / Millinery
● The Lennox Street space has an obvious economic impact for the cafe
owners, Love Supreme. As well as our studios, the cafe space also provides a
workspace to countless freelancers who work in and around the area.

2016-2018:The MART Studios Portobello Hub Dublin 8
The MART Creative Hub, Portobello operated an active collaborative approach,
providing a supportive platform and opportunity as a means of showcasing and
promoting cultural cooperation. We actively use methods of pooling resources and
creative exchange to resource art, develop and build artistic and civic
communities.
●
●

3 Large Shared Studios & 1 Large Workshop
Visual Art / Design / Music
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MART GALLERY / CURATION / EXHIBITIONS

About

Nevin & Scanlan have curated hundreds of artists through previous exhibitions, events, festivals and art fairs
across Ireland, UK, Europe, USA & Japan. In 2012 the pair embarked on a 16 month journey to transform the old
Rathmines Fire Station, launching two galleries in 2013 as a new home for contemporary art in Ireland. MART
primarily supports sculpture, video, new media, installation and performance, in particular art making practices
that break new ground, that test, stretch and challenge conventions of ‘the norm’.
The MART Gallery is considered a fundamental cultural hub by the wider local community in Rathmines. By
providing free entry to exhibitions, MART fosters its mission towards artists’ exposure and cultural awareness for
its audience as 80% is based on foot fall. With an evolving artistic scene in Dublin and the current renting crisis,
all artist-led organisations need to be wary of the challenges faced by artists looking for a space. This marketing
analysis
hypothesizes that if external funding streams were to change dramatically over the coming years, the
sustainability and future of the gallery may be cast in doubt.

Key Statistics
●
●
●
●
●
●

Total Exhibitions to date:
Total Events to date
Total Local Audience Reach
Total Media Impression:
Total Countries Exhibited:
Total Artists Exhibited

60
180
170,000
2 million
9
400+

with International : 50,000

Gallery partnerships:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

20 Visual Arts organisations.
9 theatres.
4 music companies.
8 Third Level Education Colleges.
9 Community Organisations and Charities.
9 National Institutions.
15 Media Partners
8 Cultural institutions
Engaged with 170,000 people through in-house and external exhibitions, workshops and live
performances.
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Social Media:
●
●
●
●
●

Facebook:
Instagram:
Newsletter:
Twitter:
Website Visitors:

13k+
4.5k+
7k+
7k+
30k+

Audience:
●
●
●

85% from Dublin, 10% from Ireland and the remaining 5% is international.
The two biggest visitors groups are people aged between 18-30 years old (47,1%) and those 30-50 years
old (48,7 %).
Largest foreign market for MART is the United States of America, followed by Spain.

Curation Examples

Please visit www.mart.ie for images/information on our previous curation, exhibitions and events.
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2019 CIACLA Infographic
CIACLA - CONTEMPORARY IRISH ARTS CENTER LOS ANGELES

CIACLA promotes Contemporary Irish Culture and supports local diverse communities through a
multidisciplinary programme in collaboration with local and international cultural partnerships. CIACLA is
focused on developing a creative platform to support and challenge artists as a means of promoting creative
innovation and collaborative initiatives in Los Angeles.
CIACLA is a non-profit 501(c)(3). Through a summer program in 2019 focused on public engagement, CIACLA
showcased multidisciplinary contemporary art projects that engaged with local communities and interrupted
the vision of what ‘Ireland’ is.
Between June and Speptember 2019, our Center in Bergamot Station, Santa Monica operated as a creative
network for Irish and local partners to showcase their activities; through a programme which supported work
that was new, experimental and unrestricted. CIACLA facilitated collaborative events with local artists and
cultural partners while also showcasing artists, curators and institutions based in Ireland.
Check out the catalogue here: www.ciacla.com/catalogue
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Our Team

Check out our website for full info

Ciara Scanlan: Co Director / Curator - www.ciarascanlan.com - Full Time
Ciara is co-director of all things MART. If something is happening she has helped make it
take place..

Matthew Nevin: Co Director / Curator - www.matthewnevin.com - Full Time
Matthew is co -director for MART. He is constantly on a mission to make things happen..

Gay Murphy: Office Manager - Part Time / CE Scheme
Gay oversees both gallery and studio administration and office management

Edward Sheehy: Operations Manager - Full time
Ed manges our maintenance team and oversees the operations of all our buildings.

Ewa Pyno: Gallery Administrator - CE Scheme
Ewa invigilates our exhibitions and carries out administration tasks for the gallery & studios.
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Partnerships

Institutions, Councils & Networks
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dublin City Arts Office
Culture Ireland
Arts Council Ireland
Visual Artists Ireland
Goethe Institute Ireland
Alliance Française Ireland
Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen - IfA
Japanese Embassy
Creative Ireland
JEC Fund
EUCIDA
Network Creative Hubs Network

Music
●
●
●
●

Ensemble
Homebeat
Sky Rockit
Ergodos

Theatre:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Livestock
Dublin Live Art Festival
National Sculpture Factory
RUA RED
IMMA
Platform Arts Belfast
Culture Night
The Art Foundation Athens
Monster Truck Studios
Bloom Festival
Science Gallery
A4 Sounds
Pop up Art Loop/Chicago
Espace Multimedia Gantner France
Luznava Manor Latvia
Irelandweek
MEM Gallery Tokyo
Santa Monica Art Studios LA
18th St Arts Center LA
C4 Gallery LA
LACE LA

Media
Pan Pan Theatre
PQ Prague
Butoh Live Art Festival
Pettycash Theatre
Milk & Cookies Theatre
Dublin Fringe Festival
Just Words
Squad Theatre Company

Education
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Visual Art

IADT, DIT, NCAD, UCD
Crawford Cork
St Kevins College
Rathmines College
Atlas Language School
St Louis Primary & Secondary School
Tyrellstown Educate Together School

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

RTE, TV3, TG4
Totally Dublin, Lovin Dublin
Hot Press, The Works
Irish Times , Irish Independent
Broadsheet, Le Cool
Flybee
Radio 1, RNAG
Dublin City FM

Community / Charity
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gateway Mental Health Association
Tus
Stepping Stone
The Community Foundation Ireland
Vital Talks
Upcycle Movement
Taproot Art
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Finance:

●

Expenditure:

45% Rents | 15% Maintenance | 15% Utilities | 17% Staff | 5% Curation | 3% Fees

●

Income:

Self Generated = 93% , Arts Council Funding = 6%, Local Council Funding = 1%

●

€10,000 is the average turn over a member brings in as a result of their activity in their studio

●

Our members have brought €1.5million for the local economy - Gross value added (GVA)

●

MART has fundraised €150,000 over six years to redevelop and refurbish the old fire station in Rathmines.

Public Opinion:
●

70% believe MART has had large Dublin 6 & 8 cultural, social, economic growth in the past 5 years.

●

70% believe action should be taken to keep MART and similar organisations sustainable and open.

●

82% believe Studio Spaces like MART are vital in Dublin City

●

80% believe MART’s Artistic Platforms rate 8/10

Sources: I HEART MART Survey & Members Survey February 2018 - See Appendix
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FUTURE IMPACT GOALS

Audience:

Grow local and international national audience

Partnerships:

Review existing Partnerships, develop new ideas

Funding:

Build new relationships with national councils & source international funding

Identity:

Showcase our diverse range of activities

Outreach:

Re-establish a community outreach programme

Members:

Develop further opportunities for our studio members

Network:

Develop Creative Studio Networks

Organisation:

Develop Core Business, Sustainability and Growth

Studios:

Improve Management, Maintenance and Sustainability

Curation:

Create artistic development framework programme

Promotion:

Grow PR relationships and revise marketing plans

Acknowledgements / Thanks
The MART Directors would like to thank the following for their contribution to MART’s growth and future
development: Arts Council of Ireland, Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, Culture Ireland,
Dublin City Council, Dept of Foreign Affairs, The MART Team, The MART Advisory Board,, Dublin City Councillors,
Local Dublin Community & Business’.
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Survey Results:
MEMBER SURVEY 2020 RESULTS
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Some Quotes from 2020 Members

Mart is a priceless resource in Dublin, and I feel so grateful I managed to get such a great work space in such a well
run building ~ Member
My studio gives me respite from my busy life to take time out to concentrate on my art practice. This is essential as I
would not be able to work like this at home. ~ Sharon Greene

Moving to Ireland, finding Mart has been my entry point into the Irish Art scene. Having affordable studio space,
learning about opportunities and being inspired by the Creative culture around Mart has helped me keep my artistic
practice going and growing while transitioning to a new life in Ireland. ~ Elise Missal

Studio spaces like this are imperative to Dublin. It is so important to support local artists and keep some creativity in
the city. With the rising of the rental markets it is so hard for creative people to survive.
Invaluable opportunity for artists to work and develop and a very friendly environment. ~ Colette O'Connell

MART is an amazing place to be a part of and I really appreciate all the work that the team does.
My studio at Mart HX is an essential part of sustaining my practice as a Visual Artist

Having a studio is an essential element to the professional practice of an artist. It not only supports the physical
making of the work but provides a professional environment in which to showcase one's work and meet with fellow
practitioners. The potentially collaborative relationships which arise from these creative spaces are integral to the
success and continuing expansion of the Arts in Ireland. ~ Sharon Ramsey
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I HEART MART CAMPAIGN / MEMBER SURVEY 2018 RESULTS
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Additional Quotes from our current & past Studio Members
“MART holds a very special place in my heart. I took on the studio at a time of transition in my life. The studio
has been my solace, my hideout, my medicine for the soul! As soon as I arrive at the studio, I feel a sense of
calm and absolutely love being in a creative environment, chatting to the other studio members, listening to
music and bopping around while we paint. I've never painted as much over the years, as I'm painting now. I've
tried to paint from home but it's just not as productive as having a shared and inspiring space where you can
bounce ideas off other artists. I absolutely love MART and thank you for providing this great facility for us.”

“MART Studios allows me to have a place where I can develop and grow as a designer. In my personal life
having the time or concentration to work at home is very difficult, the studio allows me to separate work and
home and gives me a space that is mine to create in. MART studios are incredibly important for the growth of
artist and designers.”
“A great initiative that helps so many artists of diverse disciplines to become better professionals”
“I honestly would not be where I am in my career if it wasn't for my time with MART. Not only were their facilities
top notch, their staff were so helpful and were willing to go above and beyond to help meet my needs.”
“It's been such a wonderful space to grow our creative business. We've met so many different artists and
creative people who we have had the chance to collaborate with. The environment is great with a real sense
of community.”
“MART and their "can do" attitude are so constructive for me. MART inspire me to push through my own creative
barriers and coupled with the support from the wider artist community, my work has developed a new strength
which, I have no doubt, would not have happened without being part of MART.”
“MART are providing the space for artists and creatives to develop and maintain a professional working
practice in an affordable and collaborative environment.”
“MART gave me much-needed space to work and develop at an affordable rate. There were many
opportunities to share ideas, critiques with other artists and to exhibit.”
“MART is a wonderful initiative. While I had a studio there I doubled my productivity mainly from having the use
of a dedicated work space where my creative practice was understood, welcomed and supported. The
impressive and rapid growth of MART studios demonstrates a vital need for the provision of appropriate facilities
for artists of all disciplines to be able to grow and develop their skills and business.”
“Spaces like MART are essential to Dublin’s artistic community. The city sorely lacks affordable studio space,
and MART is one of the very few that fulfills this need.”
“This is a really important service to the artists of Dublin.”
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